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aer'a shots in the three
died according to tlre;

thaw the images presented by
ncerd th audience's perception/of the

hit debate rules, each candidate was -allowed
tom` ala r a Oast- ion and two *tauten for follow up on

pponen queeitien; en overall evalmaiien revealed ,that Ford was
naked 13 foliar up questions,' while Carter was asked--10, 'and that

--Perd spoke on camera eight and a 1)&1 minutes longer than Carter.
This time discrepancy was explained by the different rates. of
streaking of tile- 14111._ The camera shgts.7.1OX each candidate were
altslyind as fc3joest the cost obvious 'fiiingle shot was the talking
feentbeshoulderaimeige withlittle Variation between nen ;, in reaction
shots, C4fier projected a positive liege while.Ford projected a
negative---Sse; it shots where one aan answered while the audienc4
observed. the 40ther, Carter was shown reacting to Ford more
frequently; and, in camera shots where -neither ian was talking, there
was no advantage given to either candidate. The camera shots for all
three debate were judged. as fair to both- candidates, whether by
accident or sign. (Data tables are appended.) (RAI)
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Reprodsctions supplied dry MRS are the _bet that can be made
* from the original &roamer
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DESIGN:ENFL-_CAT TECHIONS OF TECICAL\AND FUNCTIONNL
RS-OF INETWORE TELEVI ION COVERAG OE THE FIORD/CARTER:PRES DENTIA

Like the aixon/Kenned presidential debates of 1960,.the Ford/ artet

debates of 12/6 prompted communication scholars,to analyze the

event from a variety of perspectives. If you were one of the sti-

mated' one kindred million people who watched the Ford/Carter debates,

you may .remember the followihg introductions s by Waiter Cronkite, the

-CBS anchorman, and. Edwin Newman, the ABC reporter who moderated the

41rettiebate.

Good evening. Tonight's historic eveht was organized by the
League of Women Voters. The candAdates will he questioned' by
panel of three repoiters chosen'by the League after Consulta-
ion with =the candidates. Other ground rules tonight prohibit

the television networks from showing the reactions of the
invited audience in-the theater and limit coverage to pool
cameras. The event is about to begin.

Good, evening. IJet Edwin Newman, moderator of this first debate
of the 1976 campaign between Gerald R. Ford of Michigan,
Republican candidate for President; and Jimmy Carter of Georgia,
Demodratic candidate for President.

Tonight's,dehate focuses on domestic issues and economic
policy. . Under the agreed rules the first question will
go to Governor Carter. That was decided by the toss of a coin.
He will have up to three minutes to answer. dne follow-up
question will be permitted -with up to two minutes to reply.
President Ford will then have two minutes to respond. Who next
question inn go to President Ford with the same arrangements
and.questions will continue to be alternated between the
candidates. Each man,will make a three-minute statement at the
end,,GoVernor Carter to go first.: President Ford and Governor
Carter do not have any notes or prepared remarks with them
this evening.

Thus, from the very fist introductions cif the presidential debates,

there was an obvious evidence of rules_ In fact, the preparation

for the debates by the League of Women Voters focused on such things



del:kg

on og P_Oel

itsellf, the
deratdrs

e the

-edura- rules of he

coverage' b the television networks, and- a host

f other ct a tiderations. Al Tough there was clearly much planning-
.

the al test was the actual televised product--what was made avail-
/

able to the television. audience. One feature of the televised /

product has been ignored; the various implications of the came

shots. Therefore, tfie are specifically concerned with the type,

fre4uancy, amd duration-of camera .shots uisecd during the three

Ford/Carter debates.1

OUr basic assumption throug t this paper is that the ifferent

camera shots presented different esulting images of the can lOates

which could have affected the audiences' perception the candidates.

For example, we were interested in seeking answers to such questions as

What were the most characteristic types of camera shdts in the Ford/Carter

debates? Which camera shots were the most frequent? Which candidate was

on camera" for the greatest amount of time? What variance of camera

shcits occurred for each candidate for each of the three debates? What

was the freq0ency and duration of specific camera Shots, e.g., reaction

shotsl And, throughout all of these questions, we wondered hdw the

camera shots compared for each candidate for each of the three debates

and in what ways the camera shots varied?

(If course, some of the camera shots we were interested in were

not comparable within a single debate, but rathe comparable only

within the contexti\of all ,three debates combined. F'or example, when

a camera shot included both candidates at the same time or when the



amera shots did -not involve\either candidate when the

focus was on an imdividual panelist, the moderator, or the full

e
poll 1. of questioriers) comparisons could only be made across the

three separate debat

procedure he senior autior previously worked on a study of

.candidate `image by: focusing on nonverbal features of the Ford/Carter

debates.
2

A direct-feed video-tape of the three Ford /Canter debates

was Made with a calibrated timing ,device super-iaposed, the bottom

thaSmteen for-thiSearlier paper; these same tapes'..erved.the

present study.; Thus, as each'camer shot was-presented, an accurate

record was made of the type, frequericy, and duration.

s a Ditcussion Accordingito the de ate rules es- b-

li tie by .the each,candidate was al _ed three minutes to

answer each stion, two Minutes to answer any follow -up question,

and his opponent yas allowed,two minutes to respond. Soone of the

first-questions we asked Was: Which candidate took advantage. of these

time pei.iods to maximize his on-camera speaking times? And, which

candidate was asked the most follow-up questions by:the_panelists?'

Table 1 provides comparative data for on-camera speaking times and

3.

1 .

alSo provides data 't e number of follow -up questions posed to each

P.

TABLE 1. about here

In Debate I both, Ford and Carter were asked five foil

queStionsi in Debate II Ford

-up

asked four and Carter three; and in

.Debate III Ford was eked four and Carter two. ,Thus, across all three

debates, Ford received thirteen follow -up questions to Carter's ten.



-estitone when the n suah followup quedtions

not prede mined). Wecan only speculate

as to the reaso: for the 90iance.. Perhaps-the difference in the

number .of follow -up question suggests that Ford's answers.-were not

_ . /

sufficiently clear thus prompting the panelists to askTfollow-up'clear,
,

. .

, .

questions. This certair4y. was.the case in'ElebateII.when Ford Stated, .

that "there is no SOvie.Odamination of Eastern Europe." Max Frankel

of the-New York Times p Ably-felt compelled to Seek'clarificatiOn-,-

in a follow-up question.'Of course, the panelists also could have

requested follow-up quest ns merely for the sake of their own ego
V

or to increase their exposUre on national. television,

The question,of the maximum use of trte avarlable time per

candidates ,is:ansWered by Table We Iinclthat Ford used more

TABLE 2 about here
fo

t

of his allotted-time in each of the three debates.. Across all three

debates, Ford actually was speaking on- camera for 605 seconds (or about

811" minutes) longer than Carter. Again we speculate on the reasons for

this difference. Carter Spoke between 22% to 27% faster than Ford%

Caiter averaged 164-176 words per minute to Ford's more deliberate .

. ,

128-133 words per minute. Thus, because of Carter's faster speaking
,3

rate, hews able to use 12% more words in 11% less time than Ford.

In addition''' the accidental audio break durj the end of Debate I

caused an in e uption of Carter's answer; he was cut off in mid-

sentence and when th_ audio was restored, he madf only0 brief comment

And, Carter surprised many during Debate III when he was asked if he



had a response (twd minutes were available to him) concerning Ford's
. 0 .

answer to a qUestionAealing wit4 his involvement in Watergate? Cart'er
.

Imply replied, "I dOn't have any respolise. retrospect,' .this was'
1 4 .

perhaps wise strategy for Carter. It seefited to suggest that Ford's

answer Was so ojklioudly weak that it was unnecessary to even comment

ther.

The obvious feature of the came shc;ts was when each

the candidates'was answering questions or p

dominant camera sot was the

n4 responses. 'Me

amiliar talk houlders'image,

snot unl)ke watching one of the-comten

news-. For variation, the directors metime oome out.from the

candidate so that one could see' the h boulder liands. And-, there

Was some instances in Debates II and,XI1 where the director zoomed out
r-

even further so that the televison imdge provided the audience* wad

that of sitting on the very front row g over the backs 'of the

panelists. However, as Table 3 clearly indicates, there was little

variation and the dominant one was probably as it should have been;

the head/shoulders shot of the individual candidate talking. It is

TABLE 3 about here

clear from Table that there was great c6nsistency in the amera shot
t

of the individual candidates while answering questions or p_ Viding

responses. For example, across all three debates, the head shoulders

camera shot for Ford totaled 88 minutes compared to 88 minutes for

Carter;.the head h ulders/hands camera shot for Ford was 14 minutes

Carter's 12 minu and the head/shoullisrs/hands {from behind the



back} totaled l_minute 'for Ford-to
.

-.There 4 as gteater variance in Debateks II and 111 in terms of the

flute for Carter.

types t ra shots for ,individual sand dates while talking. We

speculate that this probably .isa function of the various directors

since each of the debates vas the responsibility of a different
,.7"x

major network (ABC, CBS, But clearly, as -indicatedin Table

the ABC director. omitted the oom out shots of the-individual candi-

dates entirely. The literature on nonverbal research clearly demon-

strates the importance of facial expression. Basically,- nonverbal

communication can.act 1 repeat, contradict, substitute .complement,

accent, and regulate the verbal' component of messages.4
And, since,

the-facial expression is the most important of the nonverbal cues,

the tighter h ad/shoulders camera shots would seem to be advantageous

to the candidate, but the one minute difference across all three

debates is TIO significant.
.10

Perhaps one of the most interesting "accidental" functions of

the various camera shots used in the debates involved candidate

eaction shots. Almost all of the debate- 4rmentaTmes and criticisms

focused at one time of snot

,

much of this imagery is bas

e]

a

on candidate image. We suspect that

d on the single candidate reaction

.those instances in which one candidate was answering a question

resenting responSe and then the camera switched to the opposing

can idate to project his nonverbal reaction. Table 4 provides Compar-

abletdrta oh single candidate reaction shots. It should be remembered

az.

TABLE 4 about here



,that the receiver's per a

takes place very, rapidly. Thus,
.

the frequency and duret n of the

Table 4 are too limited 'to take

opposite view; we feel t a the

most memorable projected imagery

Carter had 4 reaction shots to F

had 4 reaction shots t1- Paid's

more reaction slots than Carter;

review of the video-tapes convi

shots of Carter Projected a pOs tive image while the

of Ford projected-a negStiNfre

reaction shots are summed for ach candidate acres all three debates,

p.

interpretation of nonverbal cues

n though it might appear that

eaction shqs summarized in

udh importance, we take the

ction shots comprise perhaps the

the candidates. In Debate 1,

rd's 2 and in .Debate, 'Ili Carter

Only in Debate II did Ford have

Ford had 16 and Carter z had 14. ,A_

es us that in general the reaction

Shots-

ge. In terms of, duration, when the

Ford had total reaction shots for a total of 1 minute, 33 seconds

and Carter had 22 total reaction shots for a total of 2' minutes, 11

seconds. Again, we emphasize that the 38 seconds difference may -seem

insignificant; bqt nonverbalfdues are perceived very rapidly. We also

realize that another point of view can be taken here. That view is

that even when one considers that nonverbal cues'are indeed transmitted

rapidly; the variance in bot frequency and _duration is so small that

should compliment the.dir_ctors fO,their fairness. Frankly, we do

not know whether the simile if, tie frequency and duration of the

reaction shots are due to accident or design, but we acknowledge that

both are much closer and ore similar than we expected or remembered.

And, the fact that we "remembered" greater differences suggests that

our earlier expressed view, that those 38 seconds of difference

are significant, has some merit,



ing,

other type of reaction shot used in the debates.

wide .shot -which included both candidates at

tile Thue, while one candidate-was answering or respond-

eudiehce could see the reaction, of the-opposing candidate.

Table5 iadidates-that Ford received 22 of .these "di=al" reaction

received

e0000. Thus, there.was a difference e .of 2 minutes and 11 seconds

which

TABU 5 about here

1 f 3 ninute _and_14_eeconds and that Carter_

action shots for a total' of 5 minutes and 25

ter

ted Carter reacting to Ford more frequently and for a

tion of -time than Ford reectipg Carter. If we are

correct tni assigning positive values to.reac -ion shots, then Carter

s deriniten favored her

There vas another camera shcit that included both canndidates

the sate time. Jlowever, thesd shots were taken Shen the candidatep

were nc)ttaling. lese shots served pril:Marily to provide the audience

with the context of the physical surroundings and typically Took place

at the beginning of each of the debates and at the end of each of the

debates. n addition, during the long audio breakdown o? the first,

debate, tie direCtor selected this camera shot so- that the audience

could watch both candidates simultaneously-. Table 6 provides the data

TABLE6 about here

shots. Even though the figure's are inflated due to

the accidental breakdown of-Debate I, it is interesting to note

1Q



Tfirst-; from behind the pane i ts''baek's

and second, from behind the audienbd's back) were completely omitted

in Debate I and were used sparLngly. n Debates II and III. Since

both candidates were shown-aimultaneou-Ay. in these camera shots,

there is.no comparable data. and, no advantage to either candidate.

There were, of course, camera shots of the full pa-el, single

panelists, and of the mderator. Table 7 reflects the f Auencies

TABLE 7 about here

and the-durations of these camera shots.

Finally, there was one particularly unusual camera shot used;
r.

u red. only in Debates II And III.- Table 8'.reflects the data

TABLE 8 about here

=1.=7.

for a camera shot from ehind the 'candidate'S back; a sort of view or-

perspective as it .looked to the candidates. Carter received 3 such

camera shots in Debate II and Ford received 2 such ca era shotshot in

Debate III.

_ _Conclusions We believe that- camera. shots as used in the-1976

Ford/Carter debate deserve esearcher's attention. Overall, we think

that by accident or design, the directors of the three networks which

were involved and the careful planning by the League of Women. Voters

should be commended for general fairness in ter of camera shots for

candidates. There are a number of implic_tions of camera shops



as used in presidential 'debates for tie future,- Careful ,planning

would Oreirent the use 1:ifcalliSra.shcAs giving any one candidate the

advantage over,the.other candidate. We believeAhat the inform'ation\

in n-this paper can serve to poineout potential dangers. As an 'example,.

we point to the differences in rea.ction shots in th& Ford/Carter debates.

In our opinion, Carte received some slight 'advantage since he received

mart frequent and longer reaction shots than did Ford. ,One way to

completely eliminate any-poSsible advantage would be to use the wide

angle camera shot-that includes both candidates OimultanqouslSi througou

the entire debate sequence. However, this cure is probably worse than

the-illnees since such a consistent camera shot would be very dull. 'And,

one of the most consistent criticisms was that the debates were too dull.

To add-consistent earner shots would, in our opinion, add to the duilne

and pkobably induce a heart attack in Marshall McLuhan.

We do believe that communication scholars should take.a s OU S

look at technical features of such inportafit televised events as the

presidential debates. We hope this paper will stimulate some to consid

the technical features of camera shots more seriously. 5
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RISCNS OF ©N -C_

p- 11'

TA.BLE 1

SPEAKING FREQUENCY ,ACID TINES

DEBATE I DEBATE II
to tal I total
tie fret'. aver. time , fr
898 (14.97)- 7 (2.33) 974 "(16. 32-)
14 8 ( 7.47) 3 ( .92) 166 ( 2.77)

94) 698 (11.63) (2 ..21) 930 (15. 50)

eq. aver.)
inswer 6 (2.50)
lol low-up 5 (1
xtsporise 6

answer
101 low-up
'response

tintinar
tirranar y

nut-fibers in

Carter
Ford

lumbers in

6 (2.30)
5 (1.40)
6 (1.8 0)

(3.o7)
1 (4.32)

827 (13.78)_
42 0 ( 7.00)
646 (167.77)

18 4 ( 3.07)
25 9 ( 4.32)

(2 .24) 941
(1.19) 286
(1.80) 757

(151.68)
( 4. 77 )
(12. 62 )

2 (3.25) 195 ( 3. 25)
a (1 .231 74 ( 1, 23)

parenthheses equal time e,tpressed in minutes

SUMMA. Y OF ON-CA-

DE,BiNlE I

VEBATE
-total

q - aver. tirne
7 (2.22) 9244 (15.1,0)
2 ( .740) 86 ( 1.43)
7 (2.03) 135 (14.22)

7 (2.19) %38
4 (1.25) 299
7 (1.78) '746

1 (3.80) 220
1 (4.28) 257

TABLE 2

A SIIAFING TIME PER DEB TE

DEBATE II DEil3A1E

(15.30)
( 4.98)
(12.43)

( 3.80)
( 4.20)

2176 (36...27) 2 097 (34.9 5) 19 04 (33.07)
2204 (36-73) 2 231 (37.15) 2327 (38.78)

are ses equal time expressed in rninutes

1.3



re 5hot

TABLE i

SINCLA CAt-IDtDA,T S110 WHILE rrAliK1NG

CoRbined
I, 11,11,

F-1 C-1 V-11 C-I I If1 C-II I

head/shout d _rs frecioerl.cy 33 33 46 44 31 24 211
lot. Dutra, ti n 2 095 20803 17 90 17 20 , .7-' 1476 1330 104 91 ,

Aver Dur at 63 63 38 39 . 47 55 50

11

0 4 7 12 10 33heao/shoulders V egoen. 0
,

hands got. Da tion 0 0 196 2 87 640 451 3.54
Aver. u at or 0 0 49 41 53 45 48D

0 4 3 1- 1 9

0 0 Si 15 13 14 93
0 0 13 5 13 14 10

-,

heaci/9hcrulde Vrecp..sertcy
hands (from dot, Darat on

panel ist Aver Dur ztj.or
bec)')

duretion. suns are expressed secori

14



p. 13

TABLE 4

SINGLE REACTION T CAMERA SHOTS
Totals

F-1 F-I1 C-II F-III C-III 1,11,111
Frequency 2 15 14 1 4 41
Total Duration 9 77 6B , 7 36 224
Average Duration 5- 5 5 7 '9 5

N,

duration sums are expressed in seconds

TABLE 5

DUAL REACTION CAME SEIOTS
Totals

F-I C- F-II C -tI F-III c-III 1,11,111

Frequency 0 16 14 .6 13 49
Total Duration 0 105 103 89 222 519
Average Duxation a 7 7 15 17 11

duration sums are expressed in seconds



p. 14

TABLE

DUAL CANDIDATE CAMERA SHOTS
tCamelia Shot Debate

NOT TALKING

Debate
II

.

Debate
III

0

Totals
I,II,III

dual shot Frequency 22 3 7 32
of both Total Duration 275 14 115 404
candidates Average Duration 12 5 16 13
head/shoulders
hands

dual shot Frequency 8 3 11
of both Total Duration 107 36 143
candidates Average Duration 13 12 13
frorin behind
panelists' 4

back

dual shot Frequency 0 .2 1 3

of both Total Duration 0 21 16 37
candidates Average Duration 0 11 16 12
frorn behind
panelists'
and audiences'
back

duration s _s are expressed in seconds



FULL PANEL, INDIVIDU

p

p. 15,

TABLE 7

L PANELISTS, AND MODERATOR CAMERA SHOTS
I Combined

D-I,D-II,D-II
D-1 D-II D-III Tot ls

102
5

full Freq. 2 13 5

panel Tot. D4r4tion 16 46 -40

Aver. Duration lb 5 8

single Freq. 27 25 24

panel Tot. Duration 607 430 632
Aver. Duration 22 17 26

moderator Freq. 8 6 8

Tot. Duration 186 129 104
Aver. Duration 23 22 13

duration sums are expressed in seconds

TABLE 8

UNUSUAL CAMERA SHOTS

F-I C-I F-ii II

sin1e Freq. 0 \ 3

candidate Tot. Duration 0 0 39

shot from Aver. Duration 0 0 13
behind back

duration sums are expressed in seconds

76
1669

22

22

419
)-9

'- =III C-111

2 0
13 0

7 0

Combined
I, 11,11
Totals
5

52
10



(2)

p. 16.

various camera shots included (1) head/shoulders,

head/shoulders/hands, 3) dual candidatershots while not

talking, (4) single candidate

reaction shots, (6) dual,phot

rea _ion shots, (5) dual.candidate

both candidates'head/shoulders/

hands, (7) dual shot of both candidate

behind panelists' back, (8) dual shot

shoulders/hands/from behind audience"

hands of single candidate from behind

hefd %shoulders %hands /fr

both candidates head/

back, (9) head/shoulders/

pa171-01istws back, (10 ). single

candidate,shot from behind the candidate back (i.e., over the

candidate's

(13) moderat4r

-See Gera.

Mic

alder), (11) full panel, (12) single panelis , and

-Goldhaber' Jerry K. Frye;. D. Thomas Porter, and

1 P. Yates, "The Image of the Candidates: A Communication

Analysis of the Ford/Carter Debates I, II, and III, Resources in

Education (November, 1977).

3-See Goldhaber, Frye, Porter, and Yates, p. 4.

4 See Mark I. Knapp, Nonverbal Communication in B- -ration

(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 19'72), pp. 9-12.

5-Sone scholars have looked at camera shots seriously and we

aCknOwledge some of them here. See, for example, Robert Williams,

'=-Ii6n the Value of Varying Television Shots," Journal of Broadcasting,

IX, (Winter, 1965), pp. 33 -43; Robert Schluter, "Effect of irrelevant

Vivalues on Recall of Televised Messages," Journal of Broadcasting,

XIV (Winter, 1969) pr 63-70.


